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It is shown that the analogy between gravitational and electromagnetic fields inherent

in the equations of the theory of gravitation can be considerably extended by attaching
a physical meaning to the geometric quantities encountered in the theory of embedding of
Riemannian spaces.
1. INTRODUCTION

V,H.,[A] - V,H.,[Al

We write down the well-known Maxwell-Dirac system
of equations, which describes interacting electromagnetic and electron-positron fields, in spinor form

o Aa~ = sa~ = l;a61i + 'la'l~

(Maxwell);

=

0 (Dirac),

(4)

V,T,[A, Bl - V,T,[A, Bl
-T,[A, GlT,[G, BJ)

+ e[Gl (T,[A, GlT,[G, Bl

+ g"·(H.,[AlH,,[Bl

- H.,[AlH.,[BJ) =

0 (Ricci),
(5)

(1)

(aali - AaIi) 'lb - ml;a = 0,
(alia -.Alia) I;a- m'lli

+ e[Bl (T,[A, BlH.,[Bl
= 0 (Codazzi

-T,[A, BlH.,[BJ)

(2)

where the spinor indices run through the values a = 1
and 2 and ~ = 1 and 2.
These equations can be regarded as a field theory of
sources of an electromagnetic field. The spin tensor

sa~ = ~a ~~ + 11a 11$ is a Hermitian form made up of two
spinors ~ and 11 describing the sources of the electromagnetic field. The divergence of the current vanishes,
on one hand, by virtue of the structure of Maxwell's
equations, and on the other hand by virtue of the Dirac
equations. The Maxwell-Dirac equations are not universal
in the sense that the sources of the electromagnetic
field in them are only electrons and positrons, while
other forms of charged matter, which also produce an
electromagnetic field, are not taken into account.

where V'y denotes covariant differentiation, u, y, T, P
= 1, 2, 3,4; A, B, C = 1, ''', p; e[A] = ± 1. The vectors
T y[A, B) are anti symmetrical in the "large" indices A
andB: Ty[A,Bj=-Ty[B,Aj.
The Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci (GCR) conditions (3)-(5)
are the conditions for the embedding of 4-dimensional
Riemannian space in the pseudo-Euclidian space
E 4 +p (O.s p.s 6).
The Codazzi and Ricci equations are analogous to the
Dirac equations (2). The tensors HurtA] are the analog
of the spinor fields ~ and T/, and the analog of the mass
are the vectors Ty[A, Bj which, unlike the mass m (an
experimentally determined constant) are determined
together with Hun A] from the GCR equations.
The Bianchi conditions
V.R..", + v oR.,., + v ,fl.". = 0

(6)

We shall show that by making use of additional geometrical quantities that enter in the theory of embedding
of Riemannian spaces, the equations of the gravitational
field can be recast in the form (1) and (2).

are satisfied for two reasons: on the one hand, by virtue
of the structure of the curvature tensor as a functional
of the metric tensor, and on the other hand by virtue of
the equations of Coctazzi and Ricci.

2. EMBEDDING THEORY AND THE GAUSS·
CODAZZI·RICCI EQUATIONS

H a j3[A] and Ty[A, B) are interpreted as physical fields

It is shown in embedding theory (1) that the curvature
tensor Raj3y15 (a, 13, y, 15 = 1, 2, 3, 4) Riemannian space
can be represented as a quadratic form made up (in
the general case) of the components of six symmetrical
tensors H a {3[A], where the "large" index is A = 1, 2,
... ,6:
R.",(g) = e[A] (Ha,[A]H,,[A] - H.,[A]H,,[AJ) (Gauss),
(3)
where e[A] = ± 1. Here and throughout we sum over
repeated "large" indices from 1 to p.

For Riemannian subspaces of special type, the number of tensors H a j3[A] in terms of which the curvature
tensor is expressed decreases. The minimum number
of tensors Haj3[A] in terms of which one can express
the components of the curvature tensor is denoted by
p(O.s p.s 6) and is called the class of the space.
The Gauss formula (3) is analogous to the Maxwell
equation (1). The analog of the metric tensor gaj3 is the
electromagnetic potential A
and the analog of the .
curvature tensor Ra{3yli is the current spin tensor sa{3.

as,

In the presented theory, the geometrical quantities
describing the sources of the gravitational field. The
field equations describing the interacting gravitational
field (metriC tensor gaj3) and the fields of the sources
Ha{3[A] and Tl'[A, B) are the GCR equations. Unlike the
Maxwell-Dirac equations, the GCR equations are universal in the sense that they describe all the gravitational-field sources without exception .
In gravitational theory, the geometrical tensor
Ra{3 - (1/2)ga{3R acquires, by virtue of Einstein's equations, the physical meaning of the energy-momentum
tensor of the gravitational field sources. In our theory,
a physical meaning is assumed by the fields H a j3[A] and
Ty[A, B], and consequently by the curvature-tensor components Ra{3y15, which are expressed in their terms.
The energy momentum tensor T a{3 is constructed in
quadratic form from the fields Haj3[A]:
T., = e[Alg,.H..,[AlH,.[Aj -

e[Alg~H... [AlH,,[Al

_1/2e [Alg.,(g••g,.H•• [Aj'HAp[Al - g••g"H.. [AlH,.[Aj).

(7)

The tensors Aaj3[A] satisfy the equations of Codazzi
and Ricci

The covariant divergence of this tensor vanishes by
virtue of the GCR equations. We see that the equations
and quantities contained in gravitational theory are obtained as a result of a contraction of the corresponding
equations of the developed theory. Thus, the GCR equa-
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tions describe in greater detail the sources of the gravitational field than the Einstein equations.

solution of this system gives a spherically-symmetric
metric for a space of second class.

3. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRICAL FIELDS

4. THE SCHWARZSCHI LO PROBLEM

By way of illustration, we consider spherically symmetrical solutions of the GCR equations.

Let us examine in greater detail a Schwarzschild
metric, for which the functions J1. (r) and lI(r) take the
following form:

The nonzero components of the fields ga(3, H a (3[A],
and Ty[A, B] are written in the following form:
g... =

1- e')n.n, - 6.,

°

(

(8)

H.;[A)= (c[A]n.n,o- d[A)6.,
T,[A, B]

(o~

=

f.L(r) = -vCr) = -In (1- a / r)

(9)
(10)

0, 0, T.[A, B]),

where
a, ~, 1 = 1, 2, 3,4; sJ.J_ = 1, 2,_3; A, B = 1, ... , p; n.

=

x. / r, r

=

-Yx.x •.

After long manipulations, the GCR equations take
the form (see Appendix II)

The system of the GCR equations is in this case a system of equations for the determination of six unknown
functions c[A], d[A], and f[A] (A = 1, 2). Since the
Schwarzschild space is Euclidean at infinity, it follows
that the functions c[A], d[A], and f[A] should vanish as
r - "". We determine the signature e[A] (A = 1, 2) for
the Schwarz schild space.
As is well known [1, 2], the Schwarz schild space for
which the quadratic form ds 2 is represented in the form

1
1
-;;: (e-' -1)+ 2r v' = eIA)c[A)d[A),

ds'

t

1

1

1

1

~a

d'[A)+~d[A]+(c[A]-d[A]) ~e-' =

r

a

V~a.t
1- -

r

sm - ,

y'

a

=

fer),

where the function f(r) is such that
0,

a'

1

df'

(~) =~Cr'+o.),
then ds 2 takes the form

~ !1'eH(C[A)-d[A])-~!1'f[A)=O,

ds'
=

y =

a

r
e[B)T,[A, B)d[B) = 0,

T.'[A, B)

,

t

(11)

2r

f'(A)-

1- ~) dt" + [ (i - i_1alr ) n,n, - 6,,] dx'dx'.

y'=a V 1--cos-,

e[A]c[Alf[A],

~f.L'e.-v=e[A)d[Al/[A],
r
e[B)T,[A, B)e[B) = 0,

= (

has a metric of a second-class space. Indeed, if we put
(at r > a)

1

-;;:(e-' -1)= e[A)d[A]d[A],

-TIl"eo-TIl"eo+Z- 11' -;:e o-, +-:;; f.L'v'e o =

(a = 2xm).

=

(dy')'+ (dy') , -

(dy')'- (dy')' -

(dy')' -

(dy')'.

0,

Thus, the Signature e[A] for the Schwarzschild space
has the form e[1] = 1, e[2] = - 1.

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect
to r.

We turn to the GCR equations for a space of second
It is interesting to note that for spherically symclass with signature e[1] = 1, e[2] = - 1. We introduce
metrical spaces the vector fields Ty[A, B] are constants.
the six unknown functions c(r), d(r), f(r) and 4?l(r), 4?2(r),
A solution of this system yields a spherically-symand 4?3(r), which are connected with c[A], d[A], and f[A]
metrical metric ga{3 of a space of class p, and also the
by the following formula:
fields Ha{3[A] and Ty[A, B] that produce this metric.
c[ 1) = c sh <p" d[ 1] = d sh <p" I[ 1) = I ch <p"
(14)

For spaces of second class, the GCR equations are
of the following form:
1

r'

/

(12)

~ f.L' ~ e
r

O-

V= e[ 1]d[ 1lf[ 1]+ e[2]d[2lf[2];

d'[A)+~d[A]+(c[A]-d[A])~e-' =0
r

r

1
2

1
2

f'[A)--!1'e>->(e[A]-d[A])--f.L'f[A)=O
T[1, 2)c[2j =0,

T[2, 1]e[1] =0,

T[1, 2]d[2] =0,

T[2, ljd[l] =0,

(A=1,2),

d' sh <p, + d<p,' ch <p, +
~

(A = 1,2),

(13)

T[1, 2) =-T[2, 1) =consl.

1) T f 0. Then c[l] = c[2] = 0, d[l] = d[2] = 0, fJ.' = 0,
II = 0, f[l] = f[2] = const. This solution corresponds to a
Euclidean metric.
2) T = 0. We obtain a system of eight equations for
eight unknown functions c[A], d[A], f[A], J1., and II. The
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~ d sh <p, + ?:..=!!:.. (e sh <p, r
1

r'
r- a

(15)

(Gauss);
d sh <p,) = 0,

d' ch <p, + d<p,' sh <p, + --;:- d cit <p, + -;:z(c ch <p, - d ch <p,) = 0,

This system has two different solutions:
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2(r - a)

r-a)
-a ( 1 +
- =efslt(<p,-<p,),
r'
2r
a (r-o.)
- - - = df sh(<p, - <p,)
r'
2r

4

2r

2

r_) = edch(<p,-<p,),

~(1 + __
r'

4

f[2] =fsh<p,.

o./r'=d',

-~ f.L" e" - ~ f.L"e" + ~ f.L' e"-V +~ f.L'V' e"=e[ 1]c[ tl/[ 1]+e[2]c[2lt[2],
2

d[2] =dch<p"

Equations (12) and (13) become

1

_(e- -1)+ - v ' = e[ 1]c[ l)d[ 1)+ e[2)c[2)d[2),
r'
2r
~(e-V -1) = e[ 1]d'[ 1]+ e[2]d'[2],
V

e[2) =ech<p"

,

•

a (r - a)

(16)

a

f ch <p, + f<p, sh<p, +---(esh<p, - dsh'P,)-~--fch<p, = 0,
2
r'
2r(r- a)
,
,
a (r-a)
a
1 sh<p,+f'P' ch<p,.+---(ech<p,-dch<p,)fsh!p,=O
2
r'
2r(r - a)

(Codazzi).
It can be verified in the usual manner that only three of

the four Codazzi equations are independent and are of
the form
• (r-o.)
d<p, + --;:,-e sh(!p, - '1'2) = 0,
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,

a:(r-a:)
2r'

ea={e ..

l<p, +---[cch(<p,-<p,)- dch(<p, - <ps) 1=0,

I

,

a:(r - a:)

a:

,~

~~-~

+---[esh(<p, - <p,)- dsh(<p,- <ps) j-

(16a)
1=

o.

)={:~},

k=1, ... ,n+p,

a:=1, ... ,n;

2) A normal manifold over p vectors nA
forming an orthonormalized basis

'=

{n~U ,

(nA, 'nB) = e[A]lI.,B (nA, ea) = 0,
Solving the last of the Codazzi equations (16a) with re(ea, e~) = ga~ (A, B = 1, ... , pl.
spect to f and taking into account the third and fourth
Gauss equations (15), we obtain, allowing for the boundary Differentiating the preceding equations with respect to
conditions,
xY, we have
I)ea
I)x' e~

1=2~V1-:.

I)e~

I)ga~

+ ea a;:;; = {);y * 0,

I)nA

cch(<p,-<p,)=

,/a
(3r - 2a:)
V 7 2(r-a:)

cp,

,

V

cp,) = 0,

fa:r

-y

~[ e r
ch(cp, - <p,)
Y
.

cp,' +,/ 1-

(17)

a:

(r-a:)

a: 'ch (<p, - cp,)

~

=

o.

9a:
_ _a:_'___ 2a:(r-a:) +_a:_'_[300"!-'
2,'(r-a:)' 4r'(r-a:)'
r'
r'(r-a:)
2

-289~~.
4

r

+

( ) _ S' d ' ( Yr' (r' - a:)
<Xl

r

r'2

r ,y + r" Ay = 0, r By + r Ay = O.
A,

A,

B,

We introduce the quantities Ha~A] and Ty[A, B] in the
follOwing manner:
rA"y = -1'" = H,,[Aj = Hy,[A],
r A,By = -rB, Ay = T,[A, Bj = -T,[B, Aj.
(19)
In n- + p-dimensional Euclidean space, the Riemannian
tensor vanishes:
Or"'m I)r,,>1
R,hlm (y) = aT - ~ + gP' (r P, .. r".m - r p,'mr",,) = 0
Ay

(20)

From (20) we have
I)ra". I)ra,',
'(r r
r r )
R a", (y) = a;;;- - ~ + g" ,,', ',a' - ',,, ',aY

+ e [A j (rA"yr

r'

r'

(e[Aj

r'
]'" .
-143
7 -r - + 4 ,..
5 - -178 a:
a:'
8 a: (r - a:)
,
fPl .r -

* 0,

160~-50 a:' +4~
,..

O.

(s,k,l,m,p,q= 1, ... ,n+p).

The solution of this system is
c'(r)=.-

0,

I)nB

""iii' nB + nA --;;;;;- =
r a,~, + r~, a,

r - a: ,

+ ---=- e sh (cp, -

I)nA

=

Consequently
,

,
(3r-a:) ,/-'-resh(cp,-cp,)=--,..- V r-a: '
sh (cp, - cp,) =

I)ea

ilxY ea + nA ax'

Thus, the Gauss-Codazzi system of equations reduces
to a system of five equations for four unknown functions
c(r), Cl'l(r), Cl'2(r) and Cl'3(r):

=

r A".rA,a,) = 0

A, •• -

(a:,~,

± 1),

"(, 6 = 1, ... , n).

Hence, taking (19) into account, we obtain

:,)

Ra".(x)

=

(Gauss) (21)

e[Aj (H.,[AjH,,[Aj - H •• [AjH,,[A])

From (21) we get
+

j' dr' {
00

ill
r

cp,(r)=S
00

2a: - 3r' _ (3r' - a:) a:
r'
4r' (r' - a:)
d'

~[(3r' - 2a:)' 2,.

2

S' '{

cp,(r) = ~ dr

e' (r') {3r' - a:) }
c(r')
,

Ra,

(18)

4
1/
-r"(r'-a:)'e'(r')] "
a:

Yr' (r' - a:)
r"

R

=

=

e[Aj (g"Ha,[AjH,.[Aj - g~.Ha,[AjH.,[A]),

e[Aj (ga,g~.H.,[AjH,,[Aj - g.,g"Ha,[AjH.,[A]).

From (20) we also have
I)r A,'. I)I'A,'; "(
r r )
RA~"(Y)=--;;;;;-- ax' + g I'""r".,- Y," ',A.
+ e[Bj (rB,~.I'B,A' - I'B,~.I'B,Ao)= O.

ill }

--To'

where ill '= [(3r' - II? + r,3(r' - a)c 2(r,)]1I2. From
formulas (14) we get c[A], d[A], and f[A].
We have thus obtained the fields Ha j3[A] that produce
a gravitational field with a Schwarzschild metric.

Using (19), we obtain
v.H/.[Aj- V.H,.[Aj

0 (Codazzi)

=

Finally, since
I)r A,B.

1)1' A,B'

"

RAII,,(y) =-1)---1)--+
g
x(J
x't

(r"B.r.,A< - r"B.r"Ao

+ e[C] (re,BOl'e,A' - re,B.re,A') =

APPENDIX I
GCR EQUATIONS FOR n-DIMENSIONAL
RIEMANNIAN SPACE

+ e[B](T.[A, B)H,.[B)

-T.[A, BjH,,[B])

)

0,

we have
v,T.[A, B] - V.T,[A, B]

+ e[C] (T,[A,

C]T.[C, B] -

-T.[A, C]T,[C, B]) - g'·(H,,[A]H•• [B] - H,,[AjH•• [B])

=

0

(Ricci)
We denote by Yn(Xl, "', xn) a certain Riemannian
space, and by En + p(Yl, ... , Yn + p) a pseudoeuclidean
space into which the space Vn (x) IS embedded with the
aid of the formulas yl '= Xl, ... , yll '= xn , yll + 1 '= yll + 1
(Xl, ... , Xn), ... , yI1 + p '= yn + p (Xl, ... , xn).
At the point P of the space En + p(y) we can construct
the following:
1) A tangent manifold over n vectors ea with coordinates
570
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APPENDIX 1/
In the spherically-symmetrical case the GCR equations (3), (4), and (5) take the form
R"p. = erA] (H,.[A]H,.[A] - H •• [A]H,.[A]),
R •• p• = e[AjH,.[AjH.. [A],
I)H.,[A]_ OH.,[Aj

ax'

ax~

+ r p.'H qt [Aj- r pt'H q. [A]= 0,
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aH •• [A]
-a;.-+ e[C]T.[A,C]H •• [C]= 0,
aH,,[A]

~+

(22)

r •.'H,.[A]- r.:H.. [A] = 0,

g"(H,,[A]H,.[B]-H,.[A]H,,[B]) =0,
aT.[A, B] / ax' = 0,

where p, s,t, r, q run through the values 1,2,3.
For the Christoffel symbols we have

r'
1 ,
., =TJ.ln"
r ,_
-nt
N

[1--re-'- (

6T8-n,.n~

)

1.,nrn, ].
+2"

After simple but cumbersome manipulations we obtain
an expression for the components of the Riemannian
tensor
Rot., =

(~(e-'
-1) + ~",) (Il.,n,n. + Il'pn,n, -Il,.n,n, -Il"n,n.)
r'
2r
1

+ -,-(r' - 1) (Il.pll" -1l,,1l,.),
r'

1
+-;;-(e-' -1) (1l"Il" -1l.,Il.. )= e[A]c[A]d[Al (Il.,n,n. + Il ..n.n,
-Il.pn,n, -Il"n.np) + erA ]d[A]d[A] (Il.pll" -1l.,Il,p),

1"
1,,+_1,
+1,,]_
1,
[ -2"
e"-4" e" ·Tr" e"-' "4" v e" n.np-Tr" e"-'Il. p
= e[A]c[A]t[A]n.np - e[A]d[A]t[A]Il,p,
1-, e-' ]
1
[ -;:-c[A]
+ d'[A]+(d[A]- c[A])-r- (n.lipt- n,ll p.) = 0,

e[B]T.[A,B] (c[B]n.n. - d(B]Il •• ) = 0,
(f'[A]+

~

"'e"-'(clA]-d[A])-T"'f[A]) np=O,
aT.lA,B]
ar
n. =

o.

As a result of obvious simplifications we obtain Eqs.
(11).
The authors are deeply grateful to A. 1. Fet for a
discussion and for clarifying a number of questions in
the geometrical imbedding theory.
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Further, it is easy to show that Eqs. (22) take the form

(r~

571

(r' -1) +

2~

v') (Il.,n,n. + Ii,.n.n, -Il ••n,n, -Il"n,np)
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